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@ image karaoke device.

@ A compact image karaoke device with only a

small number of image disks which provides the

impression of having a great many background

images. Two players are provided for reading

background images from image disks. Back-

ground images read by the two players are

changed at random, for example, every 30 sec-

onds. By editing the display of background

images in this manner, a great number of back-

ground image series can be obtained from com-

binations of the background images. Images

obtained and displayed corresponding particu-

larly to the starting portion of the song are

provided only in the number of images. There-

fore, even if a great number of songs are conse-

cutively selected, a user will not feel as though

the same images are being repeatedly shown.
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The present invention relates to an image kar-

aoke device which plays accompaniment music of a

song to be sung while displaying the lyrics of the song

and a background image behind the display of the ly-

rics.

Previously, there has been known an image kar-

aoke device which reproduces, from a video disk, im-

age, lyric, and music data for each song desired to be

sung. Because data for several thousand songs must

be stored in each device, an establishment which pro-

vides an image karaoke device for its customers must

keep an extremely large number of video disks on

hand. A special video disk housing case is provided

to the image karaoke device for housing several video

disks. An autochanger is provided for changing the

video disks according to a request by a karaoke user.

The space taken up by the autochanger and the spe-

cial housing case has given rise to a need for a more

compact device, especially in establishments that

provide karaoke for customers.

United States Patent No.5,233,438 has proposed

a more compact device for solving the above problem,

wherein image data is stored separately from song

data. A background image formed based on the im-

age data is displayed while the song is played and the

lyrics displayed. The image data which becomes the

background image is often stored in video disks. Gen-

erally two types of image data are stored on each vid-

eo disk. For example, when one video disk contains

two hours of image data, one hour of image data

couid be devoted to Japanese ballads (i.e., Japanese

"enka") and one hour could be devoted to popular

songs.

Stated in further detail, a plurality of images, cor-

responding to either Japanese ballads or popular

songs, are stored in approximately four minute seg-

ments. Image data for images is retrieved in the order

stored. For example, when a user requests two Jap-

anese ballads, then a popular song, a Japanese bal-

lad, and a popular song in that order, first, the first and

second sets of image data for Japanese ballads will

be retrieved one after the other, then the first set of

image data for popular songs, then the third set of im-

age data for Japanese ballads, and finally the second

set of image data for popular songs will be retrieved

in that order.

However, with the example described above,

since one song is about four minutes long, image data

sufficient for only 14 to 15 Japanese ballads and the

same number of popular songs is provided. There-

fore, a person singing frequently will possibly tire of

seeing the same background image. Further, the dis-

played image corresponding to the first portion of

song leaves a particularly strong impression. There-

fore, when only 14 to 15 image patterns are available

for either Japanese ballads or popular songs, users of

karaoke will possibly get the impression that the

background images are always the same.

In a separate problem, when songs are divided

into only two types such as Japanese ballads and

popular songs, invariably some background images

will be inappropriate for the content or g ist of the song

5 being sung. Although Japanese ballads can be han-

dled with a comparatively small number of images,

popular songs must include images for a great variety

of songs types including animation film songs, chil-

dren's songs, folk songs, blues, rock and roll, movie

10 theme songs, etc. Also, situations arise when the 14

to 15 image patterns can not cope with situations

well, such as when a summer scene appears during

a song about winter or when a tranquil scene appears

during a up-tempo song.

15 The images can be divided into further image

genre so as to better match the content of each song.

However, if, for example, the songs are divided into

six genre, only five image patterns can be provided

for each genre, giving users of karaoke an even stron-

20 ger impression of the same images being repeatedly

shown.

It is an objective of the present invention to over-

come theses problems, and to provide a karaoke de-

vice which stores the small total time of background

25 image information so as to have a small size but

which can supply large variety in the background im-

age so that the karaoke user will not tire of the back-

ground images.

In order to attain the above object and other ob-

30 jects, the present invention provides an image kar-

aoke device for reproducing music of a song desired

to be sung and for displaying an image in synchroni-

zation with the music, the image karaoke device com-

prising: music information storing means for storing

35 information on music of a plurality of songs; song se-

lecting means for selecting a song desired to be sung

from the plurality of songs, the music information of

which are stored in the music information storing

means; music reproducing means for reproducing

40 music of the song selected by the song selection

means based on the information stored in the music

information storing means; image storing means for

storing a plurality of first image unit groups corre-

sponding to a plurality of image types representative

45 of a plurality of image contents, each first image unit

group being constructed from a plurality of image

units with their image contents being of the corre-

sponding image type; random selecting means for

randomly selecting several image units one after an-

so other from the image storing means to produce a ser-

ies of image units; and displaying means for display-

ing the series of image units, in synchronization with

the music reproduced by the music reproducing

means.

55 The music information storing means may further

store information on lyrics of the plurality of songs.

The displaying means may include: a composite im-

age producing means for composing the lyrics of the
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song selected by the song selecting means and the

series of image units to thereby produce a series of

composite images; and a composite image displaying

means for displaying the series of composite images

in synchronization with the music reproduced by the 5

music reproducing means.

According to another aspect, the present inven-

tion provides an image karaoke device for reproduc-

ing music of a song desired to be sung and for display-

ing an image in synchronization with the music, the 10

image karaoke device comprising: music information

storing means for storing information on music of a

plurality of songs; song selecting means for selecting

a song desired to be sung from the plurality of songs,

the music information of which are stored in the music 15

information storing means; music playing means for

playing music of the song selected by the song selec-

tion means based on the information stored in the mu-

sic information storing means; a plurality of image

storing means each for storing a plurality of image 20

units; a plurality of image reading means each for

reading out image units from a corresponding one of

the plurality of image storing means; control means

for controlling the plurality of image reading means to

randomly select image units one after another from 25

the corresponding image storing means to produce a

series of image units; and displaying means for dis-

playing the series of image units, in synchronization

with the music played by the music playing means.

According to a further aspect, the present inven- 30

tion provides an image displaying apparatus, for dis-

playing a series of images, comprising: a plurality of

video disks for storing a plurality of images; random

selecting means for randomly selecting several video

disks one after another from the plurality of video 35

disks to successively reproduce the images from the

randomly selected video disks; and displaying means

for displaying a series of the thus successively repro-

duced images.

The above and other objects, features and ad- 40

vantages of the invention will become more apparent

from reading the following description given by way of

example only with reference to the accompanying

drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a structure of 45

an image karaoke device according to the pres-

ent invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a structure of

an image karaoke device according to a first pre-

ferred embodiment of the present invention; 50

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a structure of

a disk player device according to a first preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing processes imple-

mented by a microcomputer of the disk player de- 55

vice shown in Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing process for a song

genre AB implemented by a microcomputer of the

disk player device;

Fig. 6 (A) is a table showing correspondence be-

tween chapter numbers and reproduction chap-

ter numbers for a song genre B;

Fig. 6 (B) is a table showing correspondence be-

tween chapter numbers and reproduction chap-

ter numbers for song genre AB;

Fig. 6 (C) is a table showing correspondence be-

tween chapter numbers and reproduction chap-

ter numbers for song genre CDE;

Fig. 7 is a chart showing an example of random

selection of images stored in disks 35a and 35b;

Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a structure of

a disk player device according to a second prefer-

red embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing a structure of

a drive portion 34 of the disk player device of Fig.

8;

Fig. 10 is a flowchart showing process imple-

mented by a microcomputer of the disk player de-

vice of Fig. 8; and -

Fig. 11 is a chart showing an example of random

selection of images stored in disks 35a and 35b

according to the third embodiment of the present

invention.

. An image karaoke device according to the pres-

ent invention will be described below while referring

to the accompanying drawings wherein like parts and

components are designated by the same reference

numerals to avoid duplicating description.

Fig. 1 schematically shows the structure of an im-

age karaoke device embodying the present invention.

The image karaoke device includes: a selection

unit M1 for selecting a desired song from a plurality

of karaoke songs; a music information output unit M2

foroutputting music information of a selected karaoke

song to play the music and for outputting lyric infor-

mation of the selected karaoke song; an image infor-

mation memory unit M3 for storing image information;

an image information reading unit M4 for reading the

image information from the image information mem-

ory unit; and an image display unit M5 for producing

a composite image of the lyric information outputted

from the music information output unit M2 and the im-

age information read by the image information unit

M4 and displaying the composite image correspond-

ing to the timing as outputted from the music informa-

tion output unit

The image information of the image information

memory unit M3 is constructed from a plurality of im-

age units. The image karaoke device further includes

an image reading control unit M6 for controlling the

image information reading unit M4 to randomly select

several image units one after another from the image

information memory unit M3 to be read out.

Accordingly, the several image units are random-

ly combined with the lyric information to be serially

displayed as background images. For example, by

4
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setting each image unit to about 30 seconds long, six

images wrll be combined for one three minute song.

By this combination, one series of background im-

ages becomes a great variety of types. Because im-

age units capable of being displayed especially at the

starting portion of a song are as large as the number

of the image units, even though the image informa-

tion source is a single one, a karaoke user will feel

that there are a variety of types of background im-

ages. Because of this, even with a small source of im-

age information, background images can be supplied

in a manner that will not bore users.

The image information may preferably be struc-

tured as a plurality of image groups corresponding to

a plurality of image genre. Each of the plurality of im-

age groups is made from the plurality of image units

edited as image content of the corresponding image

genre. The plurality of image genre are constructed

from, for example, five image genre A through E: im-

age genre A with its image content appropriate for

winter Japanese ballads; image genre B with its im-

age content appropriate for Japanese ballads with

other than winter themes; image genre C with its im-

age content appropriate for up-tempo popular songs;

image genre D with its image content appropriate for

popular songs other than up-tempo songs; and image

genre E with its image content appropriate for general

songs.

The image karaoke device may further have a

song genre determination unit M7 for determining a

song genre of a karaoke song selected by the selec-

tion unit M1. It is noted that the plurality of karaoke

songs selectable by the selection unit M1 may be

classified into ten types of song genres: song genre

A which can be suited only to the image genre A (Jap-

anese ballads with a winter theme); song genre B

which can be suited only to the image genre 8 (Jap-

anese ballads with other than a winter theme); song

genre AB which can be suited to both the image gen-

res A and B (Japanese ballad with winter and other

theme); song genre C which can be suited only to the

image genre C (up-tempo popular songs); song genre

D which can be suited only to the image genre D (pop-

ular songs other than up-tempo songs); song genre E

which can be suited only to the image genre E (gen-

eral songs); song genre CD which can be suited both

to the image genres C and D; song genre DE which

can be suited both to the image genres D and E; song

genre EC which can be suited both to the image gen-

res E and C; and song genre CDE which can be suited

ail the three image genres C, D and E.

The image reading control unit M6 may control

the image information reading unit M4 to randomly se-

lect to read several image units one after another

from at least one image group with its corresponding

image genre suited to the song genre determined by

the song genre determination unit M7. For example,

when the selected karaoke song is determined to

have the song genre B, the image reading control unit

M6 controls the image information reading unit M4 to

randomly select to read several image units one after

another from the image group of the image genre B.

5 When the selected karaoke song is determined to

have the song genre CD, the image reading control

unit M6 controls the image information reading unit

M4 to randomly select to read several image units one

after another from the two image groups of the image

w genres C and D, respectively.

As mentioned already, when the number of im-

age genre are increased, although background im-

ages more closely fit the content and gist of songs,

the number of images in each genre decreases. How-

15 ever, even if image units are selected from the same

image genre to be combined, the random selection of

the image units can basically obtain a great number

of types or orders in which the selected image units

are combine^ to form the background image. De-

20 pending on the song, even image units of other image

genre group can be used. By selecting image units

out of a plurality of image genre groups, a greater va-

riety of background images can be obtained.

Accordingly, regardless of the image information

25 source is overall the same, a karaoke user will feel

there are a great variety of background images. Also,

background images are displayed that are more ap-

propriate to the theme of the song being played. For

these reasons, background images can be supplied

30 from a small image information source in a manner

that will not bore the user.

The image karaoke device may preferably have

a plurality of sets of the image information memory

unit M3 and the image information reading unit M4.

35 The image reading control unit M6 may alternately

control the plurality of image information reading unit

M4 so that each unit M4 may randomly select to read

an image unit from the corresponding image informa-

tion memory unit M3, to thereby cause several image

40 units to be sequentially and continuously read out

from the plurality of image information memory unit

M3 without any break between the image units.

A first embodiment of the image karaoke device

according to the present invention will now be descri-

45 bed below while referring to Figs. 2 through 7.

' As is shown in Fig. 2, the image karaoke device

1 of the first embodiment includes a commander 10,

a disk player device 30, an amplifier/mixer 50, a

speaker 52, a microphone 54, and a monitor televi-

50 sion56.

As shown in Fig. 2, the commander 10 includes

an operation panel 14, a serial input-output circuit

(SIO) 16, a modem 18, a hard disk 20, a MIDI sound

source 22. a video mixer 24, and a controller 12 mu-

55 tually interconnected by a bus line.

The operation panel 14 is for selecting a song de-

sired to be sung by the user, and for adjusting, for ex-

ample, echo, volume, tone, balance between music

5
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and voice volume, and volume of music. A remote

control unit 14a is provided with the operation panel

14 so that a user can select music and perform other

operations at a distance from the operation panel 14.

The serial input-output circuit (SIO) 1 6 is connect- 5

ed to the disk player device 30. The serial input-output

circuit 16 is an interface circuit for transmitting infor-

mation on song genre {which will be described later)

of the selected song to the disk player device 30 via

a serial transmission line 17. In the present embodi- 10

ment an RS232C cable is used for the transmission

line 17.

The modem 1 8 is a modulation-demodulation unit

connected to a telephone line. The modem 18 is for

modulating signals sent to an external device (host 15

computer) transmitted through, and for demodulating

a signal received through, a transmission path via the

telephone line. An example of a signal modulated by

the modem 18 would be a signal containing informa-

tion on tyoes and frequency of songs requested by ?o

users. An example of a signal demodulated by the mo-

dem 18 would be a signal containing new song data,

for continuously providing the karaoke device 1 of the

present embodiment with new song data, sent during

the night from the host computer to the commander 25

10 via the telephone line. The demodulated signal

would then be stored in the hard disk 20.

The hard disk 20 is a memory unit for storing song

data of a plurality of karaoke songs selectable by the

user to be sung. The song data for each of the plurality 30

of karaoke songs includes music data, lyric data and

song genre data. The music data is in the form accord-

ing to a musical instrument digital interface (MIDI)

standard.

The MIDI sound source 22 is connected to the 35

amplifier/mixer 50 and is for storing musical sounds

of various instruments. The MIDI sound source 22 is

a sound source for producing music signals of various

instruments based on the music data sent from the

hard disk 20. The MIDI sound source 22 sends instru- 40

ment music signal produced therein to the amplifi-

er/mixer 50.

The video mixer 24 is connected to the disk player

device 30 and the television monitor 56. The video

mixer 24 is for superimposing lyric data sent from the 45

hard disk 20 onto an NTSC image signal sentfrom the

disk player device 30. The video mixer 24 tints lyrics

that are displayed on the monitor television 56 in syn-

chronization with output of the instrumental music so

that the user knows which part of the music is being so

played.

The controller 12 is a microcomputer for control-

ling the entire part of the commander 10. The control-

ler 12 performs various controls such as, when a user

selects a song, retrieving the song genre data of the 55

song data for the user's selected song to determine

the song genre of the user's selected song, transmit-

ting information on the song genre to the disk player

device 30, consecutively retrieving the music data

and lyric data for the selected song from the hard disk

20 according to the progress of the music of the song,

and sending lyric data to the video mixer 24 and song

data to the MIDI sound source 22.

Next* an explanation will be provided for the disk

player device 30 while referring to Fig. 3. The disk

player device 30 includes a serial input/output circuit

(SIO) 32, a first disk changeable player (referred to as

a "first player," hereinafter) 34a, a second disk

changeable player (referred to as a "second player,"

hereinafter) 34b, a switch circuit 36, a microcomputer

38, a data reading circuit 40, a compressed data de-

modulation circuit 42, and a NTSC convertor 44.

The serial input/output circuit (SIO) 32 is an inter-

face circuit for receiving the information on the song

genre of a selected song sent from the commander

10.

The first and second players 34a and 34b are

both connected to the serial input/output circuit 3?

The first and second players 34a and 34b are for se-

lecting and reproducing chapters of appropriate im-

age genre according to a random order, as will be de-

scribed later. Each of the first and second players 34a

and 34b includes a changer portion and a player por-

tion (both not shown). Both the changer portion and

the player portion are well known. The changer por-

tion houses 10 image reproduction disks (not shown)

and is for changing the reproduction disks according

to a command from the microcomputer 38 or accord-

ing to a predetermined order. The player portion is for

playing an image reproduction disk changed and set

on the player portion.

The image reproduction disks used in the present

embodiment are video disks that are the size of a 12

mm compact disk (CD). Image data is stored in each

of the image reproduction disks in compressed form

according to Moving Picture Image coding Experts

Group (MPEG) standards. Because the image data is

in compressed form, each CD size disk contains one

hour of images.

Five image genre (image genre A through E) of

images are stored in each image reproduction disk of

the present embodiment Image genre A is images

with content appropriate for Japanese ballads with

mainly a winter theme (a common theme in Japanese

ballads). Image genre B is images with content appro-

priate for Japanese ballads with other than winter

themes. Image genre C is images with content appro-

priate for up-tempo popular songs. Image genre D is

images with content appropriate for popular songs

that are not up-tempo. Image genre E is images for

general songs including images with content appro-

priate for song genre other than Japanese ballads or

popular songs.

Further, one image group is provided for each of

the image genre Athrough E. Each image group con-

tains 24 separate image units, each image unit being

6
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30 seconds long in the present invention. Each 30-

second image unit will be referred to as a "chapter."

hereinafter. The chapters in each image genre group

are numbered -1 through -24. For example, the chap-

ters in the image group for image genre A are num-

bered A-1 through A-24. The 24 different chapters in

each image genre group are edited so that no partic-

ular story or plot connects the 24 different chapters.

The switching circuit 36 is a circuit connected to

the first player 34a and the second player 34b for

switching between transmission from the first player

34a and transmission from the second player 34b of

image data in the compressed form to the data read-

ing circuit 40.

The data reading circuit 40 includes a sub-micro-

computer 41 and is for reading, as digital data, the

compressed image data sent from the switching cir-

cuit 36. The digital data read by the data reading cir-

cuit 40 is sent to the compressed data demodulation

circuit 42. The compressed data demodulation circuit

42 is an electrical circuit for demodulating the com-

pressed digital data sent from the data reading circuit

40 into an image signal. The image signal thus de-

modulated by the compressed data demodulation cir-

cuit 42 is sent to the NTSC convertor 44. The NTSC

convertor 44 is an electrical circuit for converting the

image signal demodulated by the compressed data

demodulation circuit 42 into a commercial television

signal (NTSC). The NTSC image signal converted by

the NTSC convertor 44 is sent to the video mixer 24

of the commander 10.

The microcomputer 38 is for controlling overall

operation of the disk player devices 30 such as exe-

cuting processes for randomly reproducing image re-

production disks on the first and second player 34a

and 34b.

According to the present invention, song genre is

defined for each karaoke song to indicate which of the

image genre A through E can correspond as a back-

ground image of the karaoke song. In the present in-

vention, the plurality of karaoke songs, the song data

of which are stored in the hard disk 20, are classified

into ten types of song genre: A, B, C, D, E, AB, CD,

CE, DE and COE. In other words, each of the plurality

of karaoke songs stored in the hard disk 20 is as-

signed to either one of the ten song genre. The five

song genre A, B, C, D, and E include songs which cor-

respond to chapters of only its respective image

genre of the image genreA through E. Song genre AB

includes songs that correspond to both of the image

genre A and B. The three song genre CD, CE, and DE

include songs that correspond to two of the image

genres C, D, and E. The song genre CDE includes

songs that correspond to all three of the image genres

C, D, and E. It is noted that the song data of each kar-

aoke song stored in the hard disk 20 includes the song

genre data indicating the song genre of the corre-

sponding karaoke song.

A memory area (not shown) in the microcomputer

38 of the disk player device 30 stores ten tables for the

above-described ten types of song genre. Each tabie

lists the chapter numbers (A-1, A-2, and the like) of

5 all the chapters in the corresponding image genre

group(s) and reproduction chapter numbers S. Each

table therefore provides correspondence between

the chapter numbers (A-1, A-2, and the like) and the

reproduction chapter numbers S in regards to a cor-

10 responding one of the ten types of song genre. The

reproduction chapter numbers S are integers used for

randomly selecting the chapters from the image

group(s) corresponding to the song genre. More spe-

cifically, as will be described later, an image repro-

15 duction process of the disk player device 30 gener-

ates random variables, and the reproduction chapter

numbers S serve to select the chapters from the cor-

responding image genre group, in accordance with

the thus generated random variables, to thereby ran-

20 domly select the chapters.

For example, when the selected song is a song

from song genre B, only images from image genre B

can correspond to the selected song. Accordingly, as

shown in Fig. 6(A), the table for song genre B lists re-

25 production chapter numbers S of 1 through 24 in cor-

respondence with the chapter numbers 3-1 through

B-24.

When the selected song is a song from song

genre AB, images from both image genre A and B can

30 correspond to the selected song. Accordingly, as

shown in Fig. 6(B), the table for the song genre AB

lists reproduction chapter numbers S of 1 through 24

in correspondence with the chapter numbers A-1

through A-24 and reproduction chapter numbers S of

35 25 through 48 in correspondence with chapter num-

bers B-1 through B-24.

When the selected song is from song genre CDE,

images from the three image genre C, D, and E can

correspond to the selected song. Accordingly, as

40 shown in Fig. 6(C), the table for the song genre CDE

lists reproduction chapter numbers S of 1 through 24

in correspondence with the chapter numbers C-1

through C-24, reproduction chapter numbers S of 25

through 48 in correspondence with the chapter num-

45 bers D-1 through D-24, and reproduction chapter

numbers S of 49 through 72 in correspondence with

the chapter numbers E-1 through E-24.

To operate the image karaoke device 1 , a user

chooses a song he/she wants to sing by manipulating

50 the operation panel 14 of the commander 10 or the re-

mote controller 14a. Then, the controller 12 starts re-

trieving the song data for the selected song from the

hard disk 20. More specifically, the controller 12 first

retrieves the song genre data of trie song data. The

55 controller 1 2 determines the song genre of the user's

selected song, based on the song genre data. The

controller 12 then transmits information on the song

genre through the SIO circuit 16 toward the SIO circuit
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32 of the disk player device 30. Then, the controller

12 consecutively retrieves lyric data and music data

of the song data, in accordance with the progress of

the song. The controller 12 transfers the lyric data to

the video mixer 24. The controller 12 transfers the

music data to the MID! sound source 22. The lyric data

and the music data are thus retrieved and supplied to

the corresponding devices, in synchronization.

In the disk player device 30, the microcomputer

38 determines the song genre of the user's selected

song, based on the supplied information on the song

genre. Thus, the microcomputer 38 determines at

least one image genre suited to the user's selected

song. Then, the microcomputer 38 controls the first

and second players 34a and 34b and the switching

circuit 36 so as to randomly select to reproduce chap-

ters from the at least one image group of the deter-

mined image genre in a reproduction video disk locat-

ed on each of the first and second players 34a and

34b. Thus obtained image data are transferred to the

data reading circuit 40, the demodulation circuit 42

and the NTSC converter 44 where the image data are

transformed into the NTSC image signals. The NTSC
image signals are transferred from the NTSC conver-

ter 44 to the video mixer 24 of the commander 10.

Thus, the disk player device 30 serves to reproduce

image data from the image reproduction disks, pro-

duces the NTSC image signals, and transfers the

NTSC image signals to the video mixer 24.

In the video mixer 24, the NTSC image signals

are superimposed with the lyric data supplied from

the hard disk 20, in synchronization with the music

data, to produce composite image signals that are

displayed on the monitor television 56. The NTSC im-

age signals become the background scene on the

monitor television 56. Thus obtained background im-

age is of an image genre that properly matches the

theme, content, and the like of the song selected by

the user.

The music data supplied to the MIDI sound

source 22 are transformed into analog instrumental

music signals. The analog music signals are sent to

the amplifier/mixer 50 where they are electrically am-

plified and mixed at an appropriate rate with the voice

of the user who is singing the song into the micro-

phone 54 in time with the music while referring to the

lyrics. The signals with the music and voice mixed

therein are outputted by the speaker 52 as a musical

performance.

The image karaoke device 1 having the above-

described structure operates, as will be described be-

low, to synchronously display images and play music

of the user's selected song.

First, a user selects a desired song by manipula-

tion of the operation panel 14 of the commander 10

or the remote controller 14a. As a result, the controller

12 in the commander 10 outputs a reproduction start

command, and starts retrieving the song data for the

selected song from the hard disk 20. The controller 1

2

first retrieves the song genre data for the selected

song, based on which the controller 12 determines

the song genre. The controller 12 then transmits the

5 reproduce start command and the information on the

song genre to the disk player device 30. The transmit-

ted song genre information and reproduction start

command are received by the disk player device 30

and the following processes are performed.

10 That is, the disk player device 30 starts conduct-

ing the following control process to randomly repro-

duce chapters. This control process will be described

below while referring to the flowcharts shown in Figs.

4 and 5.

is First, the microcomputer 38 judges whether or

not the. song genre information has been inputted

from the commander 10, in step S100. If so (i.e., step

S100 is "YES"), the program proceeds to step S110.

Then, the microcomputer 38 determines, based on

20 the song genre information, the song genre (i.e.,

which of the above 10 song genre) of the user's se-

lected song, in steps S110 through S190.

Then, process for the determined song genre is

implemented in either one of the processes S200

25 through S1100. If the program proceeds to step S 190

and it is determined in S190 that the user's selected

song is not a song of song genre DE, it can be deter-

mined that the song is of song genre CDE. According-

ly, the program proceeds to step S1100 where proc-

30 esses for song genre CDE are performed.

It is noted that ten types of processes shown in

steps S200 through S1100 are provided for when

songs of the ten types of song genre A, B, C, D, E, AB,

CD, CE, DE, and CDE are selected, respectively.

35 Now, as one example, an explanation will be provid-

ed, while referring to Fig. 5, for the process performed

in S700 when a song with the song genre AB is se-

lected by the user.

When the user's selected song is determined as

40 being a song of song genre AB, the microcomputer 38

first judges whether the reproduce start command

has been inputted from the commander 10, in S710.

If so (i.e., "YES" in S710), a player number P is set at

"0" in step S720. The player number P is for causing

45 one of the first and second players 34a and 34b to

play and can be either "O" or "1." In the preferred em-

bodiment, when the player number P is
M
0," reproduc-

tion is performed by the first player 34a. When the

player number is "1," reproduction is performed by

50 the second player 34b.

After the reproduction player is thus determined

in step S720, the microcomputer 38 generates a ran-

dom variable R, in step S730. The microcomputer 38

then judges.whether the generated random value R

55 is an integer in a range of 1 to 48 (i.e., 1 ^ R ^ 48),

in step S740. This is determined because in the ex-

ample shown in Fig. 5, only images from image genre

A and image genre B can correspond to the song re-

8
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auested. The 24 chapters stored with chapter num-

oers A- 1 through A-24 and the 24 chapters stored with

chapter numbers B-1 through B-24 provide a total of

48 reproduction chapters as candidates for back-

ground images. If the random value R is less than 1

or greater than 48 (i.e., "NO" in step S740), it will not

correspond to any of the 48 candidates so a new ran-

dom value R will have to be generated. If the random

value R is an integer in the range from 1 to 48 (i.e.,

"YES" in step S740), the random value R is changed

or converted into a chapter number S for playing in

step S750. In other words, the chapter number S is

determined as a value equal to the random value R.

It is noted that when the selected song is from

song genre CD, DE, or EC (i.e., the song corresponds

to images of two image genre), step S740 should de-

termine whether the random value R is an integer in

the range of 1 through 48 (i.e., 1 ^ R £ 48), similarly

to the above-described case where the selected song

is from the song genre *AB. When the selected song

is from song genre A, B, C, D, or E (i.e., the song cor-

responds to images of only one image genre), the

processes undergone in step S740 should determine

whether the random value R is an integer in a range

of 1 through 24 (i.e., 1 £ R £ 24). When the selected

song is from song genre CDE (i.e., the song corre-

sponds to images from the three image genre C, D,

and E), step S740 should determine whether the ran-

dom value R is an integer in a range of 1 through 72

(i.e., 1 ^ R g 72).

After when the reproduction chapter number S is

thus determined as the random value R in step S750,

the microcomputer 38 determines whether the other

player (in this example, player number P is 1 ) is repro-

ducing a disk, in step S760. If not (i.e., "NO" in step

S760), the microcomputer 38 controls the player with

the present player number P (0 in this example) to re-

produce a chapter with its chapter number corre-

sponding to the reproduction number S in step S770,

while referring to the table of Fig. 6(B). For example,

when the random variable R of 27 is generated in step

S730, because the reproduction chapter numbers is

determined to have a value of 27, the chapter with its

chapter number of B-3 is reproduced.

Next, the player is changed in step S780. That is,

if the player number P is "0" at present, it is changed

to "1 ," or if it is
"1

" at present, it is changed to "0/ The

program then returns to step S730 and processes fol-

lowing step S730 are repeated. It is noted that during

a first run ofthe program, a disk (which will be referred

to as a "disk 35a," hereinafter) is reproduced on the

first player 34a which is the player number P = 0 set

in step S720. During a second run of the program, a

disk (which will be referred to as a "disk 35b," herein-

after) is reproduced on the second player 34b. Thus,

during a series of run of the program, the disks 35a

and 35b are alternately reproduced on the corre-

sponding players 34a and 34b.

In each run of the program, if it is judged in ster

S760 that the other player is playing (i.e., "YES" in

step S760), the microcomputer 38 judges whether a

reproduction complete command has been inputted

5 from the commandeMO, instepS790. If not (i.e. "NO"

in step S790), the program returns to step S760.

Then, when the other player is not playing, i.e.. at the

timing when the other player has finished its repro-

duction operation ("NO" in step S760), the presently

10 set player is caused to perform its reproduction in

step S770.

In this way, disks are played on the first player

34a and the second player 34b in alternation. When

reproduction is determined as completed in step

15 S790, reproduction at both the first and second play-

ers 34a and 34b is terminated in step S795 and this

program is completed.

By performing the processes shown in Fig. 5.

chapters of image genre A and B in the image repro-

20 duction disks 35a and 35b being reproduced by the

first and second players 34a and 34b are reproduced

one by one in random combinations and displayed on

the monitor television 56 as background images. One

example for a three minute song is shown in Fig. 7. In

25 this example, six chapters are combined into a three

minute series of images. Chapter A-2 of disk 35a is

started, then chapter A-1 of disk 35b, chapter B-3 of

disk 35a, chapterA-24 of disk 35b, chapter A-3 of disk

35a, and chapter B-3 of disk 35b are reproduced one

30 after the other in order.

A great many series of background images can

be formed by combinations of the 30-second chap-

ters. Even if a user requests many songs of the same

song genre (in this example, song genre AB), a great

35 many songs can be played before any one image ap-

pears at the start of two separate songs. The number

of different images that can be displayed at the start

portion of each song equals the number of chapters

in the disk 34a and the disk 35b, that is, 96 (48 x 2 =

40 96) in this case. Therefore, a user will feel that there

are a many more background images than are actual-

ly stored in the source of image information. For this

reason, background images supplied even from a

small source of image information will keep the user

45 interested.

Further, in the present embodiment, five image

genre are provided (i.e., for winter Japanese ballads,

for Japanese ballads with other than winter themes,

for up-tempo popular songs, for popular songs other

so than up-tempo songs, and for general songs), rather

than merely image genre for Japanese ballads and

popular songs, so that the number of image genre is

increased. Accordingly, background images that are

more appropriate to the content and the gist of the se-

55 lected song can be obtained.

Conventionally, increasing the number of image

genre, and thereby decreasing the number of images

per image genre, gives the karaoke user the impres-

9
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sion of always viewing the same images. However, in

the device according to the present invention, some

songs correspond to only one of the five image genre,

but some songs can correspond to images of more

than one image genre. Therefore, by defining songs

as corresponding to a plurality of image genre, more

types of background images can be selected from.

It is noted that disks need not be reproduced ah

ternateiy on the first and second players as shown in

Fig. 7, but can be reproduced at random. For exam-

ple, even if the same image reproduction disk is used,

if chapters are provided in sequence, then they can

be played consecutively.

In the present embodiment, disks are reproduced

on a two system image supply source constructed

from the first and second players 34a and 34b. How-

ever, three or more image supply sources (players,

and the like) can be used. Reproduction images can

be read at random on these and displayed.

An image karaoke device of a second embodi-

ment of the present invention wilt be described below.

In the second embodiment, as shown in Fig. 1,

the image karaoke device is constructed to have a

plurality of sets of the image information memory unit

M3 and the image information reading unit M4. Ac-

cording to the present embodiment, the image read-

ing control unit M6 serially but randomly controls the

plurality of image information reading unit M4 to read

the image units from the corresponding image infor-

mation memory unit M3.

In more concrete terms, in the above-described

first embodiment in order to randomly select the

chapters (image units), the first and second players

34a and 34b are driven in alternation, while randomly

selecting the chapters (image units) from each of the

video disks 35a and 35b to be reproduced by the cor-

responding disk players 34a and 34b. However, ac-

cording to the present embodiment providing a plur-

ality of disk players each being ready for reproducing

a corresponding video disk and randomly selecting

the disk players to cause them to reproduce the cor-

responding video disk one after another can also re-

sult in random selection of the chapters. In other

words, the present embodiment randomly selects a

plurality of reproduction video disks to thereby ran-

domly select the chapters. The present embodiment

proposes such a random selection of the plurality of

disks.

An image karaoke device of the second embodi-

ment will be described in greater detail below, with

reference to Figs. 8 through 10 wherein parts and

components the same or similar to those of the first

embodiment are designated by the same or similar

numerals.

The structure of the image karaoke device of the

present embodiment is the same as that of the first

embodiment shown in Figs. 2 and 3, except that the

first and second disk players 34a and 34b in the disk

player device 30 of the first embodiment are repiaceo

with drive portion 34, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

As shown in Fig. 9, the drive portion 34 includes

two groups of drive units 34Aand 34B. The drive unit

5 group 34A has eight drive units 34A(1) through

34A(8), and the drive unit group 34B has eight drive

units 34B(1) through 34B(8). Each of the drive units

34A(1) - 34A(8) and 34B(1) - 34B(8) is a player, on

which is located a single video disk. In this embodi-

10 ment the switching control circuit 36 is connected to

both the first and second drive unit groups 34A and

34B for switching between transmission from the first

drive unit group 34A and transmission from the sec-

ond drive unit group 34B of video signals (com-

15 pressed digital data) to the data reading circuit 40.

In the first embodiment, ten tables described with

reference to Fig. 6 are stored in the memory area of

the microcomputer 38 for the ten types of song genre.

Contrarily, in the present embodiment the memory

20 area of the microcomputer 38 stores therein a tabie

for each of all the chapters of each of the 1 6 disks pro-

vided on the 1 6 drive units 34A(1 ) - 34A(8) and 34B( 1

)

- 34B(8). In other words, if each disk has 120 chap-

ters, the microcomputer stores 1920 tables. The mi-

25 crocomputer 38 controls each table to indicate wheth-

er or not the corresponding chapter has been select-

ed during previous runs of the program. It is noted that

the tables for each disk are cleared to be reset when

all the chapters of the each disk have been selected.

30 As will be described later, the present embodiment

randomly selects chapters out of those of a song

genre group of the selected song which have not yet

been selected during the previous runs of the pro-

gram.

35 The image karaoke device of the present embodi-

ment operates, as will be described below with refer-

ence to Fig. 10.

Similarly to the first embodiment to operate the

image karaoke device of the present embodiment, an

40 user chooses a desired song by manipulating the op-

eration panel 14 or the remote controller 14a. When

the desired song is thus selected, the controller 1 2 re-

trieves from the hard disk 20 the song genre data for

the selected song, and determines the song genre of

45 the selected song. The controller 12 then transmits

the information on the song genre to the disk player

device 30 together with the reproduction start com-

mand. The controller 12 also retrieves from the hard

disk 20 the lyric data and the music data of the select-

50 ed song, in synchronization.

Receiving the song genre information, the disk

player device 30 first performs the control processes

shown in Fig. 4, to thereby determine which one of the

processes 200 through 1100 should be conducted for

55 the selected song. Each of the processes 200 through

1100 has the procedures shown in Fig. 10, according

to the present embodiment

As shown in Fig. 10, the microcomputer 38 first

10
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judges in step $10 whether the reproduction start

command has been inputted to the disk player device

30. When the reproduction start command has been
inputted (i.e.. "Yes", in step S10), the first drive unit

group 34Ais initially set, in stepS11. Then, onerepro- 5

duction drive unit is randomly selected out from the

eight reproduction drive units 34A(1) through 34A(8)
of the first drive unit group 34A, in step S1 2, It is noted
that in order to randomly select one of the drive units,

steps similar to the steps S730 through S750 of Fig. w
5 may be achieved in the step S12. More specifically,

a random value R is generated. Then, when the ran-

dom value R is in the range of 1 to 8, one of the disk

drive units 34A(1) through 34A(8) is selected in cor-

respondence with the random value R. 15

Then, in step S13, the microcomputer 38 judges
whether or not at least one chapter remains unselect-

ed in the song genre of the disk located on the select-

ed drive unit, by referring to the tables corresponding

to the selected drive unit. More specifically, the micro- 20

computer 38 refers to the tables of all the chapters of

the selected song genre, to thereby perform the

judgement. If ail the chapters have been selected out

of the song genre (i.e., "No" in step S13), the process

goes to step S14 where one reproduction drive unit is 25

again randomly selected out from the eight reproduc-

tion drive units 34A(1) through 34A(8) in the same
manner as in step S1 2. If at least one chapter remains

unselected in the song genre of the selected song
(i.e.. "Yes" in step S13), one chapter is randomly se- 30

iected out from the unselected remaining chapters, in

step S15, while referring to the tables. It is noted that

during a first run of the program, because unselected

cnapters exist, step S13 directly proceeds to step S15
where one of the unselected chapters is randomly se- 35

iected. In order to randomly select one of the unselect-

ed chapters in step S15, steps similar to the steps

S730 through S750 of Fig. 5 may be achieved in the

step S15. More specifically, the microcomputer first

counts the number of the unselected chapters, by re- 40

ferring to the tables. Then, the unselected chapters

are arranged in a predetermined order. The micro-

computer generates a random value R (integer £ 1).

When the generated random value is equal to or lower
than the number of the unselected chapters, the mi- 45

crocomputer determines one of the unselected chap-
ters, in accordance with the random value R.

After when one chapter is randomly selected in

step S15, step S16 judges whether or not any of the

drive units constituting the other drive unitgroup(dur- 50

ing this first run, the second drive unit group 34B) is

reproducing a disk. If any of the drive units of the other

drive unit group is not reproducing (i.e., "No" in step

S16), process goes to step S19 where the selected

drive unit is caused to reproduce the selected chapter. 55

Then, in step S20, the drive unit group is

changed. Because the first drive unit group 34A is set
for the first run of program, step S20 newly sets the

second drive unit group 34B for the second run of pro-

gram. Then, process goes back to step S13.

Then, in step S13. the microcomputer 38 judges
whether or not at least one chapter remains unselect-

ed in the song genre of the disk located on the select-

ed drive unit of the newly set second drive unit group
34B, by referring to the tables corresponding to the

selected drive unit. If all the chapters have been se-

lected out of the song genre (i.e., "No" in step $13),
the process goes to step S1 4 where one reproduction

drive unit is again randomly selected out from the

eight reproduction drive units 34B(1) through 348(8)
in the same manner as in step S12. If at least one
chapter remains unselected in the song genre of the

selected song (i.e., "Yes" in step S13), one chapter is

randomly selected out from the unselected remaining

chapters, in step S15, while referring to the tables.

After when one chapter is randomly selected in

step S15, step S1 6 judges whether or not any of the

drive units constituting the other drive unit group (dur-

ing this second run, the first drive unit group 34A) is

reproducing a disk.

If any of the drive units of the other drive unit

group is not reproducing (i.e., "No" in step S1 6), proc-

ess goes to step S19 where the selected drive unit is

caused to reproduce the selected chapter. Then, in

step S20, the drive unit group is changed. Because
the second drive unit group 34B is now set for the sec-

ond run of program, step S20 newly sets the first drive

unit group 34A for the third run of program. Then,

process goes back to step S1 3.

On the other hand, if one drive unit in the other

drive unit group is now reproducing (i.e., "Yes" in step

S16), the microcomputer 38 judges whether or not a

reproduction complete command has been inputted

from the commander 10 in step S17. If the complete

command has been inputted, (i.e., "Yes", in step S1 7),

step S18 stops driving both the drive unit groups 34A
and 34B.

In this way, the drive unit groups 34Aand 34B are

driven in alternation. In each drive unit group, the

drive units are randomly selected to reproduce the

corresponding disks. In addition, each of the random-
ly selected drive units randomly selects the chapters

out ofthe corresponding disk. The chapters are repro-

duced to be sequentially combined into a series of im-

age to be displayed by the monitor television 56 as a
background image.

According to the present embodiment, thus ran-

domly selecting the drive units performs to randomly

select the video disks to be reproduced, resulting in

randomly selecting chapters out of the video disks

and combining them into a series of images. These
combinations of the randomly selected chapters can

provide large variety in the series of background im-

ages, similarly to the first embodiment.

In the above description, the two reproduction

drive unit groups 34Aand 34B are provided. However,

11
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three or more reproduction drive unit groups may be

provided. In this case, the three or more reproduction

drive unit groups may be selected alternately. How-

ever, the drive unit groups may preferably be selected

randomly one after another from the three or more re-

production drive unitgroups. Thus randomly selecting

the drive unit groups can provide a larger variety in

the reproduced series of background images than se-

lecting the drive unit groups in the predetermined or-

der.

It is further noted that simply providing a single

drive unit group can provide sufficiently large variety

in the obtainable series of background images. Even

if only the first drive unit group 34A is provided, ran-

domly selecting the drive units 34A(1 )
through 34A(8)

one after another can provide the large variety in the

sequence of the chapters.

The memory area of the microcomputer 38 may

further store a table indicating whether or not each of

the drive units 34A(1) through 34A(8) and 34B(1)

through 34B(8) has been selected in steps S12 and

S14 during previous runs of the program. Then, steps

S12 and S14 may be controlled to select the drive

units from the drive units that have not yet been se-

lected in the previous run of the program. Thus select-

ing drive units from the unselected drive units may

provide a larger variety in the background images.

It is noted that in steps S12 and S14, the drive

units may be selected in a predetermined order from

each drive unit group. In this case, however, a com-

bination of the drive units selected first for each song

from the two drive unit groups 34A and 34B should be

differentiated from the combination of the drive units

first selected for the latest played song. For example,

assume that the drive units are selected from the first

group 34A in a predetermined order that the drive

units 34A(1), 34A(2), 34A(3) and 34A(8) may be

selected in this order, and that the drive units are se-

lected from the second group 34B in a predetermined

order that the drive units 34B(1), 34B(2) (
34B(3)

and 34B(8) may be selected in this order. Further as-

sume that a combination of the drive units 34A(1) and

34B(1) is first selected, forone selected song. Forthis

song, combinations of the drive units 34A(2) and

34B(2) and 34A(3) and 34B(3) are successively se-

lected, and a combination of the drive units 34A(4)

and 34B(4) is lastly selected. In this case, for the next

selected song, such a combination of the drive units

34A(5) and 34B(5) should not be first selected, but

other types of combination such as the combination

of the drive units 34A(5) and 34B(6), the drive units

34A(7) and 34B(5), etc. should be selected. Thus,

changing the combination of the drive units to be se-

lected first for each song can provide a large variety

in the obtainable series of images.

A third embodiment of the present invention will

now be described below with reference to Fig. 11.

The present embodiment classifies images into a

plurality of categories. More specifically, the plurality

of image units stored in the image information mem-

ory unit M3 in the image karaoke device of Fig. 1 are

classified into the plurality of categories. In this em*

5 bodiment, the image reading control unit M6 controls

the image reading unit M4 to read out the image units

of the plurality of categories from the memory unit M3

so that two or more image units of the same category

may not be consecutively read out. Because each im-

10 age unit has a 30 seconds long, for example, the

same category of images may not be continuously

displayed for more than 30 seconds. Accordingly, the

user will not bore the series of background images.

Especially, in the case where the image informa-

15 tion memory unit M3 stores the plurality of image

genre groups, the plurality of image units constituting

each image genre group are preferably classified into

the plurality of categories. When the image reading

control unit M6 controls the image reading unit M4 to

20 randomly read out several image units one after an-

other from the at least one image genre group corre-

sponding to the song genre of the selected karaoke

song, the image reading control unit M6 may control

the image reading unit M4 to read out the several im-

25 age units of the plurality of categories so that the im-

age units of the same category may not be consecu-

tively read out.

Contents of the image units are not related by

any particular story or plot. However, showing two or

30 more image units of the same category in succession

may possibly mislead a viewer to believe that some

sort of connecting plot exists between the two or

more image units contrary to their contents, which

therefore may give the viewer a strange impression.

35 Contrarily, showing two or more image units of the

different categories in succession may not mislead a

viewer to believe that any sort of connecting plot ex-

ists between the two or more image units. According-

ly, in order not to give the viewer the strange impres-

40 sion, the present embodiment controls not to consec-

utively read out the image units of the same category.

For example, the present embodiment classifies

images into two categories: a first category a of im-

ages where one or more people are shown; and a sec-

45 ond category p of images where scenery are shown.

The structure of the image karaoke device of the

present embodiment is the same as that of the first

embodiment shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 6. According to

the present embodiment, the video disks are pre-

50 pared into two groups of video disks: first group of vid-

eo disks, each of which stores the 120 chapters (i.e.,

24 chapters for each of the five image genre groups)

which are all directed to the first category a; and sec-

ond group of video disks, each of which stores the 120

55 chapters (i.e., 24 chapters for each of the five image

genre groups) which are ail directed to the second cat-

egory p.

The ten video disks housed in the changer por-

12
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tion of each of the first and second players 34a and

34b have five video disks of the first group and five

video disks of the second group. In the present em-

bodiment, the first player 34a is controlled by the mi-

crocomputer 38 so that its changer portion may select 5

one of the five video disks of the first group to locate

it on its player portion. The second player 34b is con-

trolled by the microcomputer 38 so that its changer

portion may select one of the five video disks of the

second group to locate it on its player portion. Accord- 10

ingty , the first player 34a always reproduces chapters

of the first category a which display images of one or

more people. The second player 34b always repro-

duces chapters of the second category p which disr

play images of scenery. *s

The image karaoke device of the present embodi-

ment achieves control processes the same as those

of Figs. 4 and 5. The disk players 34a and 34b are

therefore alternately driven to randomly select the

chapters from the video disks located on the disk 20

players. Accordingly, the chapters of the first and sec-

ond categories a and p are alternately selected to be

displayed on the monitor television 56. Assume now

that a disk 35a of the first category a and a disk 35b

of the second category p are located on the disk play- 25

ers 34a and 34b, respectively, and that the selected

song is of the song genre C. In this case, for example,

as shown in Fig. 11 ,
Chapter C-2 of disk 35a, Chapter

C-1 of disk 35b, Chapter C-20 of disk 35a, Chapter C-

1 5 of disk 35b, Chapter C-1 6 of disk 35a, Chapter C- 30

5 of disk 35b are reproduced one after the other in this

order. Accordingly, images of peoples and the images

of scenery are alternately reproduced to be dis-

played. Because each chapter has only 30 seconds

long, each category of image is not displayed for more 35

than 30 seconds, and an user will not tire of the series

of same category images. Thus alternately combining

the two category of images can provide large variety

in the series of background images.

In the present embodiment, as described above, 40

the chapters of people are not reproduced in succes-

sion. Similarly, the chapters of scenery are not repro-

duced in succession. In the present invention, as de-

scribed already, the contents of the chapters are not

related by any particular story or plot. Showing two or 45

more chapters of people images (or two or more

chapters of scenery image) in succession can possi-

bly mislead a viewer to believe that some sort of con-

necting plot exists between the two or more images

contrary to their contents, resulting in giving the view- so

er a strange impression. The present embodiment,

however, prevents the chapters of the same category

from being successively reproduced in order not to

give such the strange impression to the viewer.

In the above description, the two players 34a and 55

34b are provided for reproducing the first and second

category of images, respectively. However, three or

more players may be provided for reproducing three

or more category of images, respectively. In this

case, the three or more players should be controlled .

so that the same player may not be consecutively

driven. The three or more players may preferably be

controlled to reproduce the three or more category

images, in alternation.

In the above-description, each video disk con-

tains each category of image chapters. However the

two category of chapters are both stored in each vid-

eo disk. In this case, 12 chapters of category a and

12 chapters of category p are stored for each of the

five image genre groups. In such a case, the first and

second category of chapters should be assigned to

different reproduction chapter numbers S. In order to

alternately and randomly select the chapters from the

first and.second category of chapter groups, the step

S740 in the process of Fig. 5 may alternately deter-

mine the range for limiting the random value R be-

tween two different ranges. In more concrete terms,

when the first and second category of chapters are

assigned to the reproduction chapter numbers S of 1

through 12 and 13 through 24, respectively, the range

1 £ R ^ 12 should be determined for selecting the

chapter from the first category a, and the range 1 3 ^

R £ 24 should be determined for selecting the chapter

from the second category p. The ranges 1 ^ R = 12

and 1 3 £ R £ 24 are alternated in the successive ser-

ies of runs of the program of Fig. 5.

As described above, according to the karaoke de-

vice of the present invention, the total time of image

information stored in the image information source is

short. Therefore, the device can be housed in a com-

pact space. Regardless of this, the device can supply

a large variety of background images so that the kar-

aoke user will not tire of the images.

Especially, in the above-described embodi-

ments, five image genre are provided (i.e., for winter

Japanese ballads, for Japanese ballads with other

than winter themes, for up-tempo popular songs, for

popular songs other than up-tempo songs, and for

general songs), rather than merely image genre for

Japanese ballads and popular songs, so that the

number of image genre is increased. Accordingly,

background images that are more appropriate to the

content and the gist of the selected song can be ob-

tained.

Additionally, according to the above-described

embodiments, at least two players 34a and 34b or at

least two player groups 34A and 34B are provided.

Accordingly, switching the two or more players or

player groups with the switching circuit 36 can imme-

diately cause the chapters from the two or more play-

ers or player groups to be switched to be displayed.

It is therefore possible to continuously display the

chapters without any break between the chapters.

While the invention has been described in detail

with reference to specific embodiments thereof, it

would be apparent to those skilled in the art that va-

13
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rious changes and modifications may be made there-

in without departing from the spirit of the invention.

For example, in the above-described embodi-

ments, images are classified into five image genre.

However, images may be classified into othervarious

number of image genre. Furthermore, in the above

description, the five image genre are determined ap-

propriate for winter Japanese ballads, Japanese bal-

lads with other than winter themes, up-tempo popular

songs, popular songs other than up-tempo songs,

and general songs. However, the image genre may be

determined appropriate for other kinds of songs.

In the above-described embodiments, when a

karaoke user selects a song by operating the opera-

tion panel 14 orthe remote control 14a, the controller

12 in the commander 10 determines the song genre

of the song, based on the song genre data. Then, the

controller 12 transmits the information on the song

genre to the disk player device 30. However, the con-

troller 12 can be provided to simply transmit the song

genre data to the disk player device 30 and the micro-

computer 38 in the disk player device 30 may deter-

mine the song genre, based on the song genre data.

Additionally, in the above-described embodi-

ments, the song data for each karaoke song stored in

the hard disk 20 contains the song genre data. In-

stead, the hard disk 20 may simply store a table listing

a song number indicating each karaoke song and a

song genre of the corresponding karaoke song. In this

case, the controller 12 may refer to the table and de-

termine the song genre of the user's selected song.

It is noted that in this case, when a new song data is

inputted to the hard disk 20 from the telephone line,

a new table listing the song number and the song

genre of the new song is also inputted into the hard

disk 20.

The above-described embodiments employ the

video disks of CD sizes in which data are stored in

compressed form and therefore which can store one

hour of images in total with a small size. Accordingly,

the disk player device 30 storing the plurality of CD

disks can be made compact However, the image kar-

aoke device of the present invention can employ gen-

eral types of video disks.

The above-described embodiments are all direct-

ed to an image karaoke device. However, the present

invention may not be limited to the image karaoke de-

vice. The present invention may be applicable to va-

rious types of devices for displaying a series of im-

ages. For example, the present invention is suitable

to a device for displaying a background video image

simultaneously with playing a background music.

The third embodiment describes the first catego-

ry a of the image of people and the second category

p of the image of scenery, as the examples of the im-

age categories. However, the image categories are

not limited to those image categories a and p. Various

types of different categories may be defined. It is nec-

essary, however, that images of different categories

should not mislead a viewer to believe that any sort

of connecting plot exists between the images even if

the images are displayed in succession.

5

Claims

1. An image displaying apparatus, for displaying a

10 series of images, comprising:

a plurality of video disks for storing a plur-

ality of images;

random selecting means for randomly se-

lecting several video disks one after another from

15 the plurality of video disks to successively repro-

duce the images from the randomly selected vid-

eo disks; and

displaying means for displaying a series of

the thus successively reproduced images.

20

2. An image displaying apparatus of claim 1 ,
where-

in the random selecting means includes;

a plurality of reproducing means each for

reproducing images from corresponding at least

25 one of the plurality of video disks;

selecting means for selecting the repro-

ducing means one after another from the plurality

of the reproducing means; and

disk random selecting means for control-

30 ling each of the selected reproducing means to

randomly select a video disk out of the corre-

sponding at least one video disks.

3. An image displaying apparatus of claim 1 ,
where-

35 in the random selecting means includes;

a plurality of reproducing means each for

reproducing images from corresponding at least

one of the plurality of video disks;

selecting means for randomly selecting

40 the reproducing means one after another from

the plurality of the reproducing means; and

disk selecting means for controlling each

of the randomly selected reproducing means to

select a video disk out of the corresponding at

45 least one video disks.

4. An image displaying apparatus of claim 1 ,
where-

in each of the plurality of video disks stores a plur-

ality of image units, and wherein the random se-

50 lecting means includes image unit selecting

means for selecting and reproducing an image

unit from the plurality of image units of each of

the randomly selected video disks.

55 5. An image displaying device for displaying a ser-

ies of images comprising

a plurality of image storing means each for

storing a plurality of image units;

14
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a plurality of image reading means each

for reading out image units from a corresponding

one of the plurality of image storing means;

control means for controlling the plurality

of image reading means to randomly select im-

age units one after another from the correspond-

ing image storing means to produce a series of

image units; and

displaying means for displaying the series

of image units.

6. An apparatus of claim 5, wherein the plurality of

image storing means include a plurality of video

disks each for storing a plurality of image units,

and wherein the plurality of image reading means

include a plurality of disk playing portions each

for selecting and reproducing image units stored

in a corresponding one of the plurality of video

disks.

7. An apparatus of claim 6, wherein the control

means controls the plurality of disk playing por-

tions, one after another, to randomly select and

reproduce the image units from the correspond-

ing video disks, to thereby cause the displaying

means to consecutively display the image units

from the plurality of video disks.

8. An apparatus of claim 6, wherein the control

means includes disk playing portion random se-

lecting means for randomly selecting the disk

playing portions one after another from the plur-

ality of disk playing portions to cause the random-

ly selected disk playing portions to successively

reproduce the image units stored in the corre-

sponding video disks.
.

9. An image displaying device for displaying a ser-

ies of images comprising:

image storing means for storing a plurality

of first image unit groups corresponding to a plur-

ality of image types representative of a plurality

of image contents, each first image unit group be-

ing constructed from a plurality of image units

with their image contents being of the corre-

sponding image type;

random selecting means for randomly se-

lecting several image units one after another

from the image storing means to produce a series

of image units; and

displaying means for displaying the series

of image units.

10. An apparatus of claim 9, further comprising con-

trol means for controlling the random selecting

means to randomly select the image units from

. the plurality of first image unit groups, while pre-

venting the image units of the same first image

unit group from being consecutively selectee

from the image storing means.

11. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein the image

5 storing means includes a single video disk for

storing a plurality of image units of the plurality of

first image unit groups, and wherein the control

means controls the random selecting means to

randomly select the several image units one after

10 anotherfrom the single video disk, while prevent-

ing the image units of the same first image unit

group from being consecutively selected.

12. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein the image

15 storing means includes at least two video disks

each for storing a plurality of image units, where-

in the random selecting means includes at least

two disk players each for selecting and reproduc-

ing imaae units stored in a corresponding one of

20 the at least two video disks, and wherein the con-

trol means includes alternation control means for

controlling the at least two disk players to ran-

domly select and reproduce the image units from

the corresponding video disks, in alternation,

25 while preventing the image units of the same first

image unit group from being consecutively se-

lected, to thereby cause the displaying means to

consecutively display the image units from the at

least two video disks.

30

13. An apparatus of claim 10,

wherein the image storing means includes

a plurality of video disks each for storing a single

first image unit group constructed from a plurality

35 of image units of the same image type,

wherein the random selecting means in-

cludes:

disk random selecting means for randomly

selecting several video disks one after another

40 from the plurality of video disks; and

disk playing portion for selecting and re-

producing an image unit from the plurality of i m-

age units stored in each of the thus randomly se-

lected video disks to thereby successively repro-

45 duce the image units from the randomly selected

video disks, and

wherein the control means prevents the

disk random selecting means from consecutively

selecting the video disks storing the same first

50 image unit group from the plurality of video disks.

14. An apparatus of claim 10,

wherein the image storing means includes

a plurality of video disks each for storing a plur-

55 ality of image units of the plurality of first image

unit groups,

wherein the random selecting means in-

cludes:

15
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disk random selecting means for randomly

selecting several video disks one after another

from the plurality of video disks; and

disk playing portion for selecting and re-

producing an image unit from the plurality of im-. 5

age units stored in each of the thus randomly se-

lected video disks to thereby successively repro-

duce the image units from the randomly selected

video disks, and

wherein the control means prevents the 10

disk playing portion from consecutively selecting

the image units of the same first image unit group

from the each of the randomly selected video

disks.

15

15. An apparatus of claim 10,

wherein the image storing means includes

a plurality of video disks each for storing a plur-

ality of image units of the plurality of first image

unit groups, 20

wherein the random selecting means in-

cludes:

a plurality of disk players each for select-

ing and reproducing image units from a corre-

spending one of the plurality of video disks; and 25

disk player random selecting means for

randomly selecting the disk players one after an-

other from the plurality of disk players to cause

the randomly selected disk players to consecu-

tively reproduce the image units stored in the cor- 30

responding video disks, and

wherein the control means prevents the

consecutively selected disk players from select-

ing the image units of the same first image unit

group from the corresponding video disks.

16. An image karaoke device for reproducing music

of a song desired to be sung and for displaying an

image in synchronization with the music, the im-

age karaoke device comprising:

an image displaying device according to

any preceding claim;

music information storing means for stor-

ing information on music of a plurality of songs;

song selecting means for selecting a song

desired to be sung from the plurality of songs, the

music information of which are stored in the mu-

sic information storing means;

music reproducing means for reproducing

music of the song selected by the song selection

means based on the information stored in the mu-

sic information storing means; wherein

the displaying means in use displays the

series of images in synchronization with the mu-

sic reproduced by the music reproducing means.

17. An image karaoke device of claim 16 when ap-

pendant on any one of claims 9 to 15, wherein the

music information storing means further stores

\ information on lyrics of the plurality of songs, and

wherein the displaying means includes:

a composite image producing means for

combining the lyrics of the song selected by the

song selecting means and the series of image

units to thereby produce a series of composite

images; and

a composite image displaying means for

displaying the series of composite images in syn-

chronization with the music reproduced by the

music reproducing means.

18. An image karaoke device of claim 16 when ap-

pendant to any one of claims 9 to 15, wherein

each of the plurality of first image unit groups in-

cludes a plurality of second image unit groups

corresponding to a plurality of song types, each

second image unit group being constructed from

a plurality of image units proper to the corre-

sponding song type, and further comprising song

type determining means for determining a song

type of the song selected by the song selecting

means, the song type determining means con-

trolling the random selecting means to randomly

select the image units one after another from the

corresponding second image unit group of each

of at least one of the plurality of first image unit

groups stored in the image storing means.

19. An image karaoke device of claim 1 8, wherein the

image storing means includes a single video disk

for storing a plurality of image units, and wherein

the song type determining means controls the

35 random selecting means to randomly select the

several image units one after another from the

corresponding second image unit group of each

of at least one of the plurality of first image unit

groups stored in the single video disk.

40

20. An image karaoke device of claim 18, wherein the

image storing means includes at least two video

disks each for storing a plurality of image units,

wherein the random selecting means includes at

45 least two disk players each for selecting and re-

producing image units stored in a corresponding

one of the at least two video disks, and wherein

the song type determining means includes alter-

nation control means for controlling the at least

so two disk players to randomly select and repro-

duce the image units from the corresponding

second image unit group of each of at least one

of the plurality of first image unit groups in the

corresponding video disks, in alternation, to

55 thereby cause the displaying means to consecu-

tively display the image units from the corre-

sponding second image unit groups of the at least

two video disks.-

16
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21. An image karaoke device of claim 18,

wherein the image storing means includes

a plurality of video disks each for storing a plur-

ality of image units,

wherein the random selecting means in- 5

eludes:

disk random selecting means for randomly

selecting the video disks one after another from

the plurality of video disks; and

disk playing portion for selecting and re- 10

producing an image unit from the plurality of im-

age units stored in each of the thus randomly se-

lected video disks to thereby successively repro-

duce the image units from the randomly selected

video disks, and 15

wherein the song type determining means

controls the disk playing portion to select, from

each of the randomly selected disks, an image

unit from the corresponding second image unit

groupof each of at least one of the plurality of first 20

image unit groups stored in the corresponding

video disk.

22. An image karaoke device of claim 18,

wherein the image storing means includes 25

a plurality of video disks each for storing a plur-

ality of image units,

wherein the random selecting means in-

cludes:

a plurality of disk players each for select- 30

ing and reproducing image units from a corre-

sponding one of the plurality of video disks; and

disk player random selecting means for

randomly selecting the disk players one after an-

other from the plurality of disk players to cause 35

the randomly selected disk players to succes-

sively reproduce the image units stored in the

corresponding video disks, and

wherein the song type determining means

controls each of the randomly selected. plurality 40

of disk players to select an image unit from the

corresponding second image unit group of each

of at least one of the first image unit groups stor-

ed in the corresponding video disk.

17
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FIG. 6(A)
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